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Unique Automation celebrates the 100th show since the
launch of its bathomatic in 2007 and is showcasing its best
sellers: bathomatic and iShower at Stand W752.
Over the last 8 years the team at Unique Automation worked
predominantly on bespoke systems made in London and
sold around the world. Amongst these are possibly the
largest SkyShower measuring 18m 2 and capable of
producing from London drizzle to torrential rain through
thousands of rain nozzles and over 5001 litters per minute of
water. A bathomatic system is filling a 365 US Gallons
bathler bath in couple of minutes and there are many, many
more. Every system made was special, very special from
extreme and powerful to fine and delicate. Please do visit
our stand as we like to tell you more and answer all
bathroom automation questions you may have.
The third major success is the WoW Switch. A universal
waterproof keypad designed to work with any home
automation system like Crestron, AMX, Control 4, RTI, etc.
and be installed from any room to the poolside or on deck.
Since this is an abstract product for the general consumer
Unique Automation teamed up with Systems AV to
demonstrate a working light and audio control at Stand
W752.
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Imagine a bespoke shower ceiling personalised by you,
You can choose the size, colour, form and features too.
Made of smooth Corian® fused with the latest technology,
Add fragrances, coloured lighting and even project imagery.
Sixteen individual water scenes that you choose can be stored,

With a touch screen interface for the ultimate water control.
SkyShower

With user pre-sets and smart phone control,
No danger of flooding, it’s perfect for your home.
And hotels too, where guests add oils and soaps,
Installation is easy, choose new or retro.
An accurate delivery of water by temperature and volume,
No impact on appearance to suit every bathroom.
We pride ourselves on energy and water efficiency,
For the perfect bath experience, this product is key!
bathomatic

The elegant aesthetic of this smooth Corian® bath
Hides a number of secrets you won’t see at first glance.
You can fill and warm your bath to a level that’s ideal,
Add aromas and bubbles for a more relaxing feel.
Try popping up the TV with 5.1 surround sound
Or have a chilled bottle of champagne, there’s enough to go round!

Add sparkling coloured lights for a harmonious room
Or if you’re looking for excitement, there’s a built-in whirlpool.

bathler

Imagine a shower that you can control effortlessly;
A spa experience of waterworks and symphonies.
Eleven outlets can be altered by smart phone,
Unlike any other system, they’re individually controlled.
With up to 400 litres per minute, your jets will have power,
Your waterfalls can trickle, you can alter hand showers.
Coloured lights and perfumes can add to the romance,
A perfect alignment of aesthetics and performance.
iShower

The healing power of steam has always been known,
Now you can bring the spa experience to your home.
Controlled through a webpage from any device,
Fragrances can be added as well as mood lights.
Invisible speakers mean you can also add sound
For a relaxing steam room where inner peace can be found.

steamomatic

My name, it shouts of wonder and thrill
At the sight of a keypad so impressive it will
Control any system, automation or light,
Indoor or outdoor, it’s a yacht owner’s delight!
Sensing temperatures is one of my talents,
What am I? You ask – this is your challenge.
WoW Switch

At our company we believe in strong innovation,
We fuse technology and aesthetics within our creations.
We help you control temperatures and water power,
From whirlpools and jets to bath TVs and iShowers.
Now it’s time to stop riddling, enjoy the relaxation,
Our company’s name is Unique Automation.
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